Technical Experience Needed:

Lisa Loves Marketing

Social Growth Marketer Lisa Love, CMO and Co-Founder of Lisa Loves Marketing, is seeking qualified computer engineering personnel from our School of Electrical and Computer Engineering. Interested applicants should be able to apply their technical knowledge and computer engineering skillset towards the design and creation of a marketable app for use with the Tanoshi® 2-in-1 laptop.

Interested applicants should possess the technical knowledge to design and build an app that is capable of interfacing with Android devices. The applicant should also have the skill to design and build an app that functions without internet connection in an offline mode.

Preliminary work, including art assets and audio, has been completed. Lisa is seeking a professional to assemble these developed assets and bring them together into a cohesive, professional app. For more information on this project please reach out directly to Lisa Love!

Email: lisa@lisalovesmarketing.com
Phone: 510-332-0779